Abstract− − − −− − − −A video encoder has to make many mode decisions in order to achieve the goal of a low bit rate, high quality, and fast implementation. We propose a general classification based approach to making such mode decisions accurately and efficiently. We first illustrate the approach using the IntraInter coding mode decision. We then focus on the decision to skip or code a frame for rate control of video over networks. Using the classification based approach we show improvement in the rate-distortion sense. We then extend the work to scalable video coding in choosing between scalability modes and examine the performance of our approach over error prone networks, using simulated packet losses. 
I. INTRODUCTION
A video encoder converts raw video data into a standard specified bitstream, which is then transmitted over the network and reconstructed to video by the decoder. This conversion from video to bitstream is done to achieve compression without sacrificing on the quality of the reconstructed video. Real time video encoding requires fast implementation of the coding process. Hence video encoders have to perform well in terms of the speed-qualitybit rate tradeoff. Inherent in the coding process are many mode decisions that improve one or more of the parameters in this speed-quality-bit rate tradeoff. Video standards such as MPEG [1] and H.263 [2] specify the bitstream syntax completely, but allow for some optimizations in the encoding process in terms of algorithms and mode decisions used. These optimizations are allowed as encoders designed for different applications need to be optimized differently. For instance when the application requires real-time encoding, the speed of the coding becomes critical, while in applications such as off-line coding, the quality and the coding efficiency are more critical than the speed.
In this paper we show that many mode decisions in the coding process can be considered as binary hypothesis testing problems that are well understood in traditional classification theory. The goal of a mode decision is to minimize a cost that may be defined in terms of one or more of the parameters of the speed-quality-bit rate tradeoff. The optimal mode decision is typically data dependent. In theory, for each mode decision, we can try all the possible modes, evaluate the cost corresponding to each mode, and choose the one with the smallest cost. However, such an exhaustive search approach is impractical due to its complexity. An alternative is to identify features that can be easily computed from the video data, and are good indicators of which mode would be optimal. In order to do so, we first collect video data and use exhaustive search to "label" the data with the optimal mode decisions. We then estimate probability density functions for these features under different hypotheses, corresponding to the different options in the mode decision. We then transform this minimization of cost to a more traditional error probability minimization problem and use standard classification techniques like the likelihood ratio test to solve it. We evaluate the performance of this classification approach using two mode decisions that are part of the video coding process. We first use the Inter-Intra mode decision as an example and then focus on the mode decision for skipping or coding a frame for rate control purposes.
As an illustration of our approach we use the IntraInter mode decision. We evaluate the performance of the decision proposed in the Test Model Near Term (TMN 10) [3] . Using a new feature, the mean removed mean absolute difference (mrMAD) and our classification based approach we improve this decision. More discussion about the mrMAD can be found in [4] .
The focus of this paper is on the mode decision to skip or code a frame for rate control of video that needs to be transmitted over the network. The problem of rate control has been extensively studied in literature. Rate control is essential when we need to constrain the output of a variable bit rate (VBR) encoder to the bit rate provided by the network without sacrificing too much on the quality of the decoded video. This target bit rate that we have to achieve may be constant or variable depending on the nature of the network. Lakshman et. al. [5] classify VBR video into unconstrained, shaped, constrained and feedback depending on the design of buffers for rate control, or algorithms used by the encoder to change the coding parameters using feedback information from the network. Chen and Wong [6] and Choi and Park [7] try to solve the rate control problem using buffer control strategies. As against this approach, Hsu, Ortega and Reibman [8] propose algorithms for rate control using both source rate control as well as channel rate control over asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) networks. Most of the work in these papers tries to control the rate by changing the spatial quality using the quantization step size and consider changing the frame rate for rate control as the last option, when we cannot achieve the target rate. Song, Kim and Kuo [9] propose rate control algorithms for low bit rate unconstrained VBR that allow for a variable target rate provided by the network. The algorithms they propose try to control the spatial and temporal quality simultaneously to improve the perceived quality. They use frame skipping or frame rate changes in order to improve the perceived quality and the primary algorithm to control the bit rate is through the use of the quantization step size. Work by Martins, Ding and Feig [10] tries to achieve rate control by combining the effect of coding and skipping a frame into a composite cost function. They, however lack granularity in their work, as the decision they make is not on a frame by frame basis. They make a decision for the future using information from coding the current frame. As an example, if after coding a frame they feel that they need to skip 10 frames, they do so without examining any of the following 10 frames. Most of the work above uses models to estimate the relationship between bits needed to code frames and the quantization step size. This is useful to estimate the quantization step size needed to code the frame given a target rate. Some of these models are proposed by Chiang and Zhang [11] and by Ding and Liu [12] . Most of existing rate control algorithms modify the quantization step size to control the rate of VBR encoders. Frame skipping to control the bit rate is used only as a last resort, i.e., when a buffer overflow occurs or when the buffer approaches overflow. Such algorithms do not consider the loss of quality that occurs by this arbitrary skipping of frames. This problem is more severe at low bit rates when it is difficult to achieve the target rate by changing the quantization step size alone and more frames need to be skipped. We propose a scheme for rate control that decides intelligently between changing the quantization step size and skipping the frame to achieve the desired target rate. We look at the suitability of skipping or coding a certain frame in terms of the impact it has on the rate as well as the impact it has on the quality before making a decision. We try to maximize perceived quality while achieving a fixed target rate. We implement classification based strategies to decide between coding and skipping a frame.
We extend our work on rate control to scalable video coding in order to evaluate the performance of our scheme under lossy network conditions. We create an enhancement layer corresponding to the base layer generated using our rate control strategies and examine the reconstructed video quality over different simulated packet loss scenarios. Effectively, this is equivalent to choosing between SNR scalability and temporal scalability adaptively, depending on the video data.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II includes the discussion of the general classification based approach to making mode decisions using the Intra-Inter mode decision as an example. Section III contains the use of this approach towards the rate control problem using an instantaneous mode decision. Section IV includes the description of the mode decision allowing for looking ahead at one future frame to be coded. We then extend this work on rate control to scalable video coding and this is described in Section V. We then conclude with the analysis of our scheme and describe some future work and possible extensions.
II. CLASSIFICATION BASED APPROACH TO MODE DECISION
In this section we show how to convert a mode decision into a binary hypothesis-testing problem. D could be to decide to code the macroblock using intra coding while 1 D could be to code the macroblock using inter coding. These could also be at the frame level, with one frame being the coding unit, where 0 D and 1 D represent whether to code or skip the frame. The costs i c could include the number of bits needed to code a block or frame given that we have made a particular decision. The cost could also include the distortion introduced in the decoded video as well as the time needed to encode the video according to the decision. The goal of our strategy is to make the decision that minimizes this cost. So every time we need to make a decision we want to make one that results in the smaller cost. This strategy may be summarized as below. In principle, to make the optimal mode decision one can try all the modes and choose the mode that has the lowest cost. However, computing the actual costs i c before making a decision is very computationally intensive as this involves trying either decision to determine the cost. In order to reduce computational burden for the decision scheme we would like to identify features that provide a good estimate of the cost for a decision, but do not require as much computation to evaluate. We would, thus like to identify features that let us estimate which of the two following hypotheses 0 H or 1 H is true where For each coding unit we identify K features that we group together in a feature vector
. In the optimal scenario we could find features that perfectly represent the cost needed for a decision. However, in most practical applications such features are difficult to find. In most practical applications, the decision strategy thus becomes sub-optimal in terms of minimizing the cost, however we are willing to settle for this sub-optimality as along with this comes the benefit of small computational requirements.
We want to build a classifier that would take as input the feature vector x of each coding unit and come up with the probability that 0 H or 1 H is true, which would then enable us to make a decision appropriately. We can come up with such a classifier by training it with sample data. Suppose we collect a set of M coding units with corresponding feature vectors 1 . For purposes of illustration, we show these two sets of training vectors for a one-dimensional feature vector in Figure 1 . In Figure 1 , the x-axis for both the cases corresponds to the value of the feature vector x (we are using a 1-D vector for illustration) for each coding unit while the y-axis corresponds to the magnitude of the cost difference i d between the two mode decisions for that coding unit. Feature Vectors of coding units for which 0 H is true are shown on the left and are represented with triangles while feature vectors of coding units for which 1 H is true are shown on the right and represented with squares.
The magnitude difference i d , for any coding unit, corresponds to the additional cost that we need to pay if we make the wrong mode decision for that unit. All the feature vectors corresponding to the M coding units are shown on the same plot and we use triangles and squares as before to separate the data into the two classes. We now want to partition this feature space using our classifier so that the total additional cost that we have to pay for misclassification, i.e., making the wrong decision for any coding unit, is as small as possible. For instance we may partition this space into two regions, 0 R and 1 R , using the threshold T as shown in Figure 2 . We choose to make decision 0 D for all coding units with feature vectors to the left of the threshold, i.e., in 0 R , and decision 1 D for all coding units with feature vectors to the right of the threshold, i.e., in 1 R . For such a case we pay the additional cost i d for each of the misclassified coding units, i.e., squares in 0 R and triangles in 1 R . In Figure 2 we show these as dark triangles and squares, as opposed to the lightly colored ones, for which we make the right decision.
We would like our mode decisions to result in as small a total cost as possible. In order to do this we need to choose 0 R and 1 R so that we minimize the total additional cost from making wrong mode decisions. This kind of a problem of partitioning the feature space in order to minimize the total cost is reminiscent of traditional classification theory, except that in traditional classification theory the vertical axis corresponds to the probability densities of the feature vectors under the different hypotheses, while in our problem this corresponds to the additional cost we have to pay when we make a wrong decision. Hence, in order to use traditional classification techniques to solve our problem, we need to modify our problem to fit the classification scenario.
Our problem of minimizing the total additional cost may be mathematically written as follows.
These two regions, 0 R and 1 R should together span the entire space, and have no common sub-regions. However, we impose no constraints on the shapes of these regions as long as they satisfy this minimization requirement. These regions may consist of non-contiguous sub-regions and the boundaries between them may be arbitrarily shaped. Hence we formulate the problem of minimization in terms of choosing the regions and not in terms of specifying linear boundaries or thresholds separating them. Let As mentioned before, we would like to use standard classification techniques to solve the problem and identify these regions 0 R and 1 R . Such techniques involve estimating the probability density function (pdf) of the feature vector under the different hypotheses and then using these pdfs to identify the best regions. However, the feature vectors in our problem are different from the feature vectors typically used in classification problems. This is because they not only have a certain value, but also a height (corresponding to the additional cost) associated with them. In the typical classification scenario the vectors do not have this additional associated height. Essentially, we need to convert these feature vectors with the associated heights to vectors that do not have these additional heights, but we need to do this without losing the important information that the heights carry. We may do this transformation by replacing a vector with height i d with i d vectors at that location. In general it is not necessary that all the heights i d are integers, however without loss of generality we can scale them appropriately to make them integers. We can thus modify our feature space and our modified feature space would look as shown in Figure 3 . From Figure 3 we can see that each vector in the old feature space is replaced by multiple vectors at that location, the number of new vectors being equal to the height associated with the original vector. Now, standard classification techniques may be applied in this new feature space to estimate the pdfs for this new set of vectors. We rewrite our minimization problem in this new feature space and then map it to the well-understood minimum probability of error classification problem. We can thus use results from literature to find the regions that minimize our criterion in this new feature space. Because of the way we transform the old feature space to the new feature space, the regions we find in this new feature space are identical to the regions we desire in the original feature space. This is because none of the training data points are displaced from their original positions. The details of this proposed scheme are presented in the following paragraphs.
In this new feature space 0 N is simply the total number of triangles and 1 N is the total number of squares, where 0 N and 1 N are as defined before. We may define two new hypotheses as following. 
. Hence our minimization problem may be rewritten in this new domain as follows
In practice, instead of using these discrete probabilities, we model the data using a continuous pdf consisting of a mixture of Gaussians. This is because in order to classify a feature vector we need to have the probability of occurrence of that vector. However we do not have these probabilities for new input vectors that are not present in the training data set. By modeling the feature vector pdf using a mixture of Gaussians we ensure that any feature vector may be classified. These Gaussian mixtures are trained on the modified feature vectors using the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm, more details on which may be obtained from [14] . An example of trained Gaussian mixtures in the modified feature space is shown in Figure 4 . The density function drawn with the dotted line corresponds to the data from the triangle class while the density function drawn with the solid line corresponds to the data from the square class.
Using our continuous pdfs we may rewrite our minimization problem as follows.
The functions ) (⋅ p correspond to the continuous pdf comprising of a mixture of Gaussians. This kind of a minimization problem is equivalent to a minimum probability of error classification scheme in this new feature space and it is well known from literature [13] that the regions may be determined using the likelihood ratio test. The likelihood ratio test may be written as
Hence, in order to classify a feature vector x , we look at the likelihood ratio for it and if this exceeds the threshold obtained from training, we believe 1 H is true and make decision 1 D otherwise we believe 0 H is true and make decision 0 D . In summary, this likelihood ratio test defines the decision regions in this new space. As we mentioned before, the regions that we determine in this new feature space are identically the regions that we desire in our original feature space. So by transforming our feature space and mapping the problem to a well-understood minimization problem we can obtain the solution we desire.
The entire classification scheme may be summarized as follows. Given the training data and the cost differences, we first transform the feature space to the new feature space and then estimate the apriori probabilities, ) ( 0 H P ′ and ) ( 1 H P ′ , as well as the class conditional probability density functions,
, using the EM algorithm to train the Gaussian mixture. Once we have these pdfs, we use the likelihood ratio test for a new input feature vector corresponding to a coding unit and determine which of the two hypotheses is more likely to be true and using this result we make decision 0 D or 1 D for that coding unit.
B. An Example: Intra versus Inter Mode Decision
This decision is made for every macroblock (a 16×16 region in a frame) in the video sequence. Intra coding involves coding using transform coding followed by quantization and entropy coding. As opposed to this, Inter coding involves building a prediction for the current macroblock using data from the previous frame using motion estimation and compensation and coding the residue using transform coding, quantization and entropy coding. For most macroblocks, Inter coding is more efficient in terms of compression, however this is not always true. When there is a scene change or when we have a high motion sequence the prediction for the macroblock from the previous frame is likely to be poor and in such cases it may be more efficient to use Intra coding as opposed to Inter coding. Hence the encoder has to decide between these for every macroblock. The decision that requires fewer bits is preferred.
As converting to bits is computationally expensive, encoders use features as estimates for the bits. Typically the energy (with DC value removed) in the block is used as an estimate of the bits needed for intra coding, while the MAD is used as an estimate for the bits needed for inter coding. For example, the mode decision as recommended by the TMN-10 of the H.263 standard is m is the mean or the DC value of the block and T is an empirically found threshold, specified in the TMN as 500. We also test another feature, the mean removed MAD (mrMAD) as a feature to estimate the bits needed for inter coding. This feature is very similar to the MAD, except that instead of taking the absolute pixel difference and summing them up we first remove the means from the blocks and then sum up the absolute pixel difference.
In order to collect training data we perform the exhaustive test for a variety of sequences and generate a sequence of values for the features and a sequence of the optimal decisions. These exhaustive tests involve actually computing bits needed for Intra and Inter coding and making the right decision, i.e. the decision resulting in fewer bits. After collecting the sequence of right decisions and the values of the features we correlate these with the decision sequence. From experiments we see that the energy is very well correlated with the bits needed for intra coding (correlation coefficient of 0.87). The MAD and the mrMAD are features representative of the bits needed for Inter coding. They have correlation coefficients of 0.90 and 0.94 respectively with bits for inter coding, independent of sequence. In order to test the suitability of using these features, we correlate these with the optimal decision sequence (one determined using the exhaustive test). The decision sequence is viewed as a sequence of +1s and −1s with +1 corresponding to Intra and −1 corresponding to Inter. More details on our computation of correlation coefficients are included in the Appendix. The correlation coefficient between the decision sequence and Energy is 0.32, between the decision sequence and MAD is 0.47 and between the decision sequence and mrMAD is 0.51. From these numbers we see that the mrMAD is better correlated with the decision sequence than the MAD, hence we choose this as a feature. Although the MAD has a higher correlation with the decision sequence than the energy, it is highly correlated with the mrMAD. As the energy is representative of the bits needed for intra coding, we use this feature, instead of the MAD, along with the mrMAD for our classification scheme.
We collect feature vectors from the Coastguard, Foreman and Silent sequences. Snapshots from these sequences are shown in Figure 5 . The sequences are in 176×144 (QCIF) format at a frame rate of 30 Hz. We collected 79200 feature vectors of which we used 5000 to train our classifier pdfs. The number of training vectors is small as compared to the test set, but using a larger training set does not improve the performance of our classifier significantly. Using the training data, we train the Gaussian mixtures using to obtain decision regions as shown in Figure 6 . The plot in Figure 6 shows 1000 training feature vectors on the left with triangles corresponding to vectors that belong to the Intra class and squares corresponding to Inter class. On the right we also show the decision regions that we obtain after training Gaussian mixtures on this training data, with the Intra decision region enclosed inside the black boundary. We can see that the decision regions are representative of the training data and may consist of disjoint sub-regions, as we have for the Intra case. From the training data we can see that a linear decision boundary is not suitable in this case. Thus, imposing no constraint on the shape of the decision boundary aids our classifier in finding a better decision boundary. We achieved 98.2% correct classification using our minimum probability of error classifier. The classification result shows a variation of less than 1% across these different sequences. The classification scheme proposed in the TMN achieves around 92% correct classification, because it uses a linear decision boundary. Hence we can improve the mode decision using this scheme. We then implemented this mode decision in the H.263 framework and observed that the corresponding savings in total bit rate over the TMN decision (including residue bits, motion vector bits and overhead bits) were around 4.5~4.8% for different video sequences.
III. MODE DECISION FOR SKIPPING OR CODING FRAMES: INSTANTANEOUS CASE
The goal of this mode decision is to decide between skipping and coding a frame in order to maximize the perceived quality while achieving a target bit rate. In order to collect training data for our classifier, we first implement an exhaustive search based mode decision. We compute the effect of skipping as well as coding a frame on the quality q and the bit rate r before making a decision. In order to measure the perceived quality we use a spatiotemporal quality metric introduced by Wolf and Pinson [15] . In order to control the rate of coded frames, we change the quantization step size using the inverse quadratic model to relate the bit rate with the quantization step size. This model was proposed in [11] and it relates the rate ( r ) to the quantization step size (Q) using
, where a and b are constants that may be estimated using training data.
We found that such a simple model cannot capture the variation of bit rate with quantization step size across many different scenarios, so we train separate models, i.e., parameters a and b, for low motion, medium motion and high motion sequences. Our cost is defined as a combination of the quality and rate, defined as r q λ + , where the factor λ is adjusted depending on application and we discuss this in more detail later. We compare this cost for the skipping or coding and choose the one that requires the smaller cost. Simultaneously we collect the cost difference and also evaluate some features that we use for training our classifier. Using the method described in Section II, we train the density functions for our features and implement our classification based scheme. We first describe the exhaustive search based mode decision, after which we describe the features that we choose for the classifier and finally we include the results of our implementation.
In all of the following discussion, the video sequence is represented by a sequence of frames
with n representing the time index. Since we are using lossy compression techniques the sequence of decoded frames may be represented as
. These may not be identical to the original video sequence. The previous decoded frame is used as reference to code the current frame and when a frame is skipped it is replaced by the previous decoded frame.
The steps for the exhaustive search based mode decision are as follows. We first compute the rate and quality when we skip a frame. We replicate the previous decoded frame to simulate skipping the current frame. We then estimate the quality 1 q of this sequence of two
. The bit rate 1 r is estimated by averaging the bits needed to code the past ten frames, setting the bits for the current frame to zero and multiplying by the frame rate. We estimate the bit rate using a ten frame window as this smooths out the fluctuation due to large or small number of bits to code the current frame.
We then estimate quality and bit rate for coding the frame. We determine the bits available to code the current frame using history information and the target rate. We then estimate the quantization step size needed to code this frame using the inverse quadratic model. Using the previous decoded frame as reference and the computed quantization step size, we code the current frame and reconstruct it. We compute the quality 2 q of this two frames sequence
and the bit rate 2 r as before. We then compare 1 1 r q λ + with 2 2 r q λ + and decide which of the two is better. The factor λ can be specified by the user in terms of the relative importance of either the rate or the quality. In our tests we place a greater emphasis on the quality of the sequence. This is done by adjusting λ so that λ times the target rate is 0.5 that is comparable to the range of the quality [-1, 0] . This is acceptable as we already use the quadratic model to try to control the bit rate. This exhaustive scheme is very similar to the Viterbi decoding scheme [16] with no look-ahead allowed, as at every instant in time n, costs for both the paths (skipping the frame or coding it) are compared and the best path is chosen, with the other being discarded. In fact this rate control strategy can be extended to allow for look ahead and this is described in Section IV. There we also include a greater discussion relating our scheme to the Viterbi decoding scheme.
During this exhaustive mode decision we also evaluate some features. We start with a large set of features and look at the correlation of these features with the decision sequence of the exhaustive search based mode decision to identify the features we use for our classifier. Some of the initial features that we identified are described in the following paragraph. Step: Quantization step size used for current frame. [6] Frame Diff.: Energy in the frame difference between the current frame and previous frame. We collected these features across different sequences and across different target rates using our exhaustive search based mode decision. We then correlate these features with the decision sequence that is viewed as a sequence of +1s and −1s with +1 corresponding to skipping a frame and −1 corresponding to coding it. More details of our computation of these correlation coefficients are included in the Appendix. The correlation coefficient for each of the features is included in Table 1 . As can be seen from the table, most features are negatively correlated with the decision sequence while the quantization step size is positively correlated. This is as expected because small motion vectors, small SAD, small HFE and a small frame difference all imply that the current frame can be very well predicted by the previous frame, thereby meaning that they are similar. This means that we can skip the frame, as we would then replace it with the previous frame. This biases the decision towards not coding the frame or a +1. So a smaller value of each of these features corresponds to a large value in the decision sequence, hence a negative correlation coefficient. A small number of available bits means that the quality of coding the frame will be poor, hence this also tends to bias the decision towards skipping the frame, thereby leading to a negative correlation. On the other hand a small quantization step size indicates that the quality of coding the frame will be good, thereby biasing the decision towards coding the frame and hence leading to a positive correlation coefficient.
Among these features we can see that the size of motion vectors and the HFE have the largest correlation coefficient values across most sequences and most rates. They are also relatively uncorrelated with a correlation coefficient 0.43. Hence, we choose these as representative features for out test. The motion vectors are expensive to compute but we can replace them with motion vectors from the previous frame, as the correlation between them is quite large at 0.87. The HFE for any frame of the sequence needs to be evaluated only once as this can be stored and looked up every time we code the sequence irrespective of the target rates.
We train the density functions, as described in Section II, for these selected features and build our classification based mode decisions. We evaluate these mode decisions over two different sequences, Foreman and Coastguard. Both these sequences are CIF at a frame rate 30 Hz. Of these sequences, Foreman is a high motion sequence, while Coastguard is a medium motion sequence.
The results are evaluated using rate distortion curves. Four different target rates (150, 300, 450 and 600 kbps) were chosen for the test. The distortion is measured using the quality metric that we described earlier. We also compare the rate control using these mode decisions with one that we call No Skip rate control. This scheme tries to control the rate by only changing the quantization step size and skips a frame only when there are no bits available to code it. These results are shown in Figure 7 . We can see from the results that rate control using both the exhaustive as well as the classification based mode decision perform better than the No Skip rate control as they provide smaller distortion at the same target rate. The performance of the classification based mode decision is close to the exhaustive search based decision. The error probability for the classifier for Foreman is 0.171 and for Coastguard is 0.127. This leads to the classifier curve for Foreman not being as close to the exhaustive mode decision curve as it is for Coastguard. We can also see that the average percentage improvement in quality across all the rates over the No Skip rate control is smaller for the Foreman sequence. This is because Foreman is a high motion sequence, hence skipping a frame is worse in quality than coding a frame a majority of the time, thereby leading to fewer frames being skipped. In terms of computation requirements the exhaustive mode decision uses roughly 3.5 times the computation as the classification based mode decision. The encoder with the classification based mode decision has a computation complexity within 5% of an encoder with no rate control strategy.
IV. MODE DECISION FOR SKIPPING OR CODING FRAMES: LOOK-AHEAD CASE
We extend the mode decision in the previous section by allowing a one-step look-ahead before making a decision. As in the previous section we first describe the exhaustive approach followed by a description of the features that we select and the results for our experiments.
The steps in the exhaustive approach using lookahead are as follows. We first skip the current frame and replicate the previous decoded frame. The quality and the rate for this set of two frames { }
are computed as described before. Using this current reconstructed frame as reference, the future frame is both coded and skipped. Quality and rate for the two frame
, when we skip the future frame as well and
, when we code the future frame using this skipped frame as reference, are computed.
We then code the current frame and quality and rate for { }
are computed. Then using this coded frame as reference the next frame is both skipped and coded. Quality and rate for { }
we skip the future frame and { }
, when we code the future frame, are also computed.
The decision on coding or skipping the current frame is made after looking at the total cost ( i i r q λ + ) for each of the four paths (skip, code), (skip, skip), (code, skip) and (code, code). The path that provides the best cost is identified and the decision for the current frame is made appropriately. This strategy is very similar to the Viterbi decoding scheme with a one step look-ahead.
For the look-ahead classifier, the feature set that we start with is the same as in the previous section. Of these features we find that the size of motion vectors, the HFE and the quantization step size are the most representative features, i.e. they have the largest correlation coefficients with the decision sequence and have relatively low correlation between themselves. Of these features, identifying motion vectors requires a large amount of computation, so we can replace the motion vector size with the motion vectors from the previous frame. However, it is not good to approximate the future frame motion vectors with those from the previous frame as the correlation between the motion vectors that are two frames apart is not so large. Hence we decide against using motion vector size as a feature for this decision strategy. As against this, the quantization step size for the current frame and those for future frames can be estimated using the model we have, so we prefer to use this. We choose four features for our classifier. a) Quantization step size for current frame. b) Estimate of quantization step size for future frame, if we skip the current frame. c) Estimate of quantization step size for future frame, if we code the current frame. d) HFE for the current frame.
All these features are easy to compute and as stated before, the HFE for any frame needs to be evaluated only once for any sequence.
These look-ahead mode decisions are applied to the Foreman and Coastguard sequences and the results are compared with the No Skip rate control. These results are shown in Figure 8 . As before, we can see that rate control using both the exhaustive as well as the classification based mode decision perform better than the No Look rate control. The performance of the look-ahead mode decisions is better than the instantaneous mode decisions. The error probability for the classifier for Foreman is 0.168 and for Coastguard is 0.202 and hence the performance of the classifier is not as good as the exhaustive mode decision. As pointed out earlier the average percentage improvement in quality across all the rates over the No Skip rate control is smaller for the Foreman sequence as it is a high motion sequence. In terms of computation requirements the look-ahead exhaustive mode decision uses roughly 8x times the computation as the classification based mode decision. As before, the encoder with the classification based mode decision has a computation complexity within 5% of an encoder with no rate control. The number of steps that we are allowed to look-ahead can be increased for a greater improvement in performance, as the classification based mode decision does not require a significant increase the computation requirements.
Through our experiments we have shown that we can use classification based strategies to intelligently decide between skipping a frame and coding it to achieve a better rate control strategy than just changing the quantization step size to control rate and use frame skipping only when we have no bits available to code the current frame. All of this discussion was for rate control at the frame level, so we use one quantization step size for the entire frame, however our classification based schemes can easily be extended to macroblock layer rate control, when we can decide to skip or code a macroblock intelligently.
V. EXTENSION TO SCALABLE CODING
Scalable bitstreams are used by video coding schemes to improve the error resilience over lossy networks. The bitstream is partitioned into multiple layers and consists of a base layer and one or more enhancement layers. The base layer is usually assigned the highest priority and error protection and possesses enough information for the decoder to reconstruct the video sequence at a lower resolution, frame rate or quality. The enhancement layers consist of residue information between the base layer and the actual video sequence thereby allowing for reconstruction of the video at a higher resolution, frame rate or quality. There are three different scalabilities supported in the H.263 and MPEG-2 standards, which are the Spatial, Temporal and SNR scalabilities. In the spatial scalability, video at a lower resolution forms part of the base layer. In temporal scalability, the base layer consists of the video sequence coded at a lower frame rate, while in SNR scalability the base layer consists of the video sequence coded at a high quantization step size. In this paper we consider two of these scalability modes, temporal and SNR that are relevant to the skip or code mode decision mentioned earlier. We focus our discussion to the use of one enhancement layer. The work described here can be extended to using multiple enhancement layers.
Temporal scalability is achieved by skipping frames while coding the base layer, to obtain a lower frame rate video. Frames that are skipped are predicted (may be forward, backward or bi-directionally predicted) from the current and previous coded frames and the residue and motion vectors are included in the enhancement layer. SNR scalability is achieved by coding frames at a higher quantization step size at the base layer and then coding the residue between these frames and the actual video at a lower quantization step size to form the enhancement layer.
Using the mode decisions described in Sections III and IV, we code a video sequence by sometimes using a high quantization step size and sometimes skipping frames. Hence, this coded video may be viewed as a base layer generated using a encoder that switches between SNR and temporal scalabilities, as detailed later. We can therefore extend our work from the previous section to investigate the error resilience and performance of our strategy when implemented over lossy networks. To do this, we first generate an enhancement layer corresponding to our base layer. When we skip a frame in the base layer, we build a prediction for the frame, that may be forward, backward or bi-directionally predicted from the preceding and following coded frames and the residue between this prediction and the original video is included as part of the enhancement layer. This is equivalent to temporal scalability.
The process of generating the enhancement layer when we code a frame in the base layer is as follows. The coded frames are subtracted from the original video and the residue for each of these frames is included as part of the enhancement layer, which is coded at a lower quantization step size. This is equivalent to SNR scalability.
Our coding scheme switches between these two modes and we call it adaptive SNR/temporal (AST) scalable coding. Once we have built the enhancement layer corresponding to our base layer, we code it at the same target rate as the base layer. In order to achieve the target rate, we change only the quantization step size and do not allow for skipping of frames. We then simulate lossy network conditions and then reconstruct the video sequence by combining the two layers. The lossy conditions are simulated by throwing away some of the base layer macroblocks and some of the enhancement layer macroblocks and then combining the layers. We examine different error rates and their impact on the performance. Some error concealment is used at the decoder side to improve the quality of the decoded video. When a base layer macroblock is corrupted it is replaced by the corresponding macroblock from the previous frame, while when an enhancement layer macroblock is corrupted, it is thrown away. We also generate an enhancement layer for the No Skip rate control scheme (identical to SNR scalability) and code and combine the layers as before. The resulting rate distortion curves are plotted in Figure 9 . The curves plotted in Figure 9 are with 5% loss in the base layer and 10% loss in the enhancement layer. As can be seen from the plots, the performance of the AST is better than using just SNR scalability across different target rates for both the sequences. Sample frames from the Foreman sequence to highlight the improvement in distortion are shown in Figure 10 . The SNR scalability frame has a PSNR of 27.7 dB while the AST scalability frame has a PSNR of 29.09 dB as compared to the original frame.
We also investigate the effect of varying the enhancement layer and base layer losses at a fixed target rate of 300 kbps for base layer and 300 kbps for enhancement layer. We compare the performance with SNR scalability and the resulting improvements are shown in Figure 11 . Both plots are generated for a target rate of 300 kbps for the base layer and the same for the enhancement layer. We can see that for all the different error rates the performance in terms of quality is better when we generate the base layer using the classification based mode decision as opposed to just changing the quantization step size. We can also see that the percentage improvement in quality is higher for the Coastguard sequence as opposed to the Foreman sequence. This may be explained by a combination of facts. When we skip a frame, the enhancement layer carries greater amount of information for high motion sequences than it would for a low motion sequence. Also we have a larger amount of losses in the enhancement layer as compared to the base layer. So we lose more information for higher motion sequences when we skip frames in the base layer. Hence we have a smaller improvement for the Foreman sequence. The case with 0% loss in the base layer and 100% loss in the enhancement layer degenerates to the rate control problem that we focused on in Sections III and IV.
VI. CONCLUSION
The main contribution of this paper is the classification based approach to mode decisions in the video encoding process. We successfully convert the problem of minimization of a certain cost function into a standard minimization of classification error problem and use traditional pattern classification techniques to solve it. We use this approach to improve the performance of the InterIntra mode decision and reduce the bitstream size by 4.5~4.8% over the mode decision as provided in TMN 10. We then use this approach to the rate control problem and show an improvement in performance in the rate-distortion sense over using the no skip approach both for the instantaneous as well as the look-ahead mode decision. The improvement in quality for the instantaneous decision is 4~12% while for the look-ahead decision it is 7~18% over the no skip rate control. We also extend this work to the scalable video coding and show that with the adaptive SNR/temporal (AST) scalability we improve the performance in terms of quality under error prone conditions by 5~15% over using SNR scalability only.
VII. APPENDIX A. CORRELATION COEFFICIENT BETWEEN DECISION SEQUENCE AND FEATURE SEQUENCE
In order to compute the suitability of features to use in our classifier, we compute the correlation coefficient between the features and the optimal decision sequence. The optimal decision sequence is found using the exhaustive schemes and we view it as a binary sequence of +1s and -1s, corresponding to the two mode decisions. Before we correlate the feature sequence with the decision sequence, we threshold the feature sequence to convert it also to a binary sequence of +1s and -1s. This is done so that we get a better estimate of correlation between the feature sequence and the decision sequence. If we do not convert the feature sequence to a binary sequence, even if the feature is perfectly representative of the decision sequence, i.e. it is high when we have decide Intra (+1) and low when we decide Inter (-1) we do not get a correlation coefficient 1. We try multiple thresholds to convert every feature sequence into a binary sequence before correlating with the decision sequence and report the best correlation coefficient obtained.
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